
What customer
feedback have you had
since installing TMI Salt
Pure® and TMI
controllers?

"We have only praise, the

water quality is great!

 

Interview with Nate Cooper of the Tacoma Center YMCA

In May of 2000, the Tacoma Y did their first conversion to a salt pool with TMI. Sometime over the

next decade, they changed out their salt systems with a local pool company who used residential

type systems in an array, not designed for commercial use.

As is often the case with the use of residential type systems in a commercial application, they were

not getting the consistent water quality they required and in 2017, they got back in touch with TMI

to reintroduce a TMI system in October of the same year.

Recently, we sat down with Nate to get an update on his conversion to TMI equipment at the

downtown Tacoma Center YMCA.  

How does your current TMI System stack up against what you were using before?

“I’ve been in this position as Facilities Director for sometime now, and I can hands down say that

the TMI system is more user friendly and working with TMI is so easy.  You are quickly available

when we need answers whereas getting in contact with, or answers from the local pool company

we were using was like trying to find a needle in a haystack!” 

You also upgraded your chemistry controller when you switched to TMI to give you the
integrated TMI system. How is that working for you?

“The controller is steady and consistent and matches ourhand readings more frequently than

not. When it starts fluctuating, we know we have to clean the sensors.”

Is there anything else you would like to add?

 

http://tmiaquatics.com/blog/
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Check out the TMI Blogs!

Chemistry, maintenance, tips

and more.

CPO® courses are being held

in Chicago or the Portland area

this March!

Can't make a spring class?

Reap the benefits of being a

CPO® Course Host!

“The bottom line is we are happy with our system and only get praise from our members about our

water quality. I can quite honestly say that I deal with a lot of different vendors and TMI is in the top

two or three. Compared to the local pool service we had before, there is no comparison”

   

About Nate Cooper, Facilities Director

I’m from Buffalo NY, majored in carpentry in high school where we built houses for low income

families, I worked residential construction after high school while taking college classes. In 2000 I

Joined the United States Air Force as a tactical aircraft mechanic, and was in for ten years. I got

married in February of 2010, and moved to Tacoma WA in April of 2010 where I went to school for

engineering while working for a facilities maintenance company. I went back to school at Bates

Technical College for facilities maintenance engineering where I was given the opportunity to work

at the Tacoma Center YMCA as a maintenance tech after graduating top of my class.Two year

later because of my hard work and dedication I was afforded the prospect to become the facilities

director at the Tacoma Center YMCA. Now it has almost been one year in the directors position

and still looking to my future at the YMCA. 

More from TMI


